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- Unique ‘Corporate’ approach to relocation services
- Tailor‐made support according to our customers’ needs
- Smooth and problem‐free transition & process
- High quality, client focused, and friendly services
- Reliable and dependable assistance every step of the way
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Go!Native...Feel Native As You Move On

It is a great feeling when you make that
decision to move on to a fresh life in a
brand new country!!!
Whether you are relocating alone or
with your family, there are so many
things to think about and lots of
challenges ahead…
In an unfamiliar country, without the
proper support and guidance, you can
face many difficulties and unfortunately
make some wrong decisions.

Etiam sollicitudin, libero non lacinia tempus, elit est
molestie urna, ornare rutrum pede nulla eu nisl.

That is why from the moment your
relocation process starts, Go!Native will be
by your side to understand your needs
and to hold your hand from the beginning
until the end.

Welcome to Turkey...
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Go!Native...
Feel Native As You Move On
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Where ever we live our needs for living a happy and
sustaining life are the same… And we know each individual
and family is unique. No one knows better than yourselves
about what these necessities are. That’s why our initial aim
will be to assess your needs and requirements in order to
present you with information, options and choices, which
simply match them.

HOUSING CONSULTANCY
Only you know that type of area and house you would be
happy with… Once we understand exactly what you are
looking for, we will provide you with the choices that match
your needs and guide you until you feel completely content.
And even more, we will be next to you every step of the way
from city orientation tours to house visits.

SCHOOLING CONSULTANCY

We know how important it is for you to select the best
schools and to find the right education for your children, as
well as integrating them into an environment where they
will be happy. Together, we will select those schools which
can fit your children’s needs and visit each of them to find
that right one!

WORK & RESIDENCE PERMIT

We are aware that life does not begin without the required
work and residence permits. Therefore, together with you,
we will gather the necessary paperwork and submit to the
authorities so that all the steps are handled before you start
your life in Turkey.
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Go!Native...
Feel Native As You Move On
WELCOME SERVICES

From the moment you arrive in Turkey, we want to ensure
that you receive a warm welcome to this new environment
and culture. That’s why we have prepared a Cultural and
Daily Life Orientation training and an extensive Welcome
Package which we will go through with you during your
first days. You will receive all kinds of introduction to
cultural aspects, as well as crucial details regarding your
daily life in Turkey. What better way to integrate to a
brand new life!

SETTLING IN SERVICES

As you move into your new home, the details regarding
utilities should be the last thing you worry about. And, it is
simply difficult to find your way around in a new country.
Therefore, Go!Native will identify all your needs regarding
electricity, gas, water, telephone, and internet, and take
care of them on your behalf. Settling IN has never been so
easy!

MOVING OUT SERVICES

When the time comes for your departure, we will still be
by your side to assist you with your moving‐out process.
We will provide you with check lists, handle the
disconnection of all your utilities, as well as arrange the
termination of your contracts with your social clubs and
other services. In other words, we will be right next to you
until the very end.
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